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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce a recent RtD project,
PizzaBlock, where we engaged various communities in
speculation about how Distributed Ledger Technologies,
could be used to decentralize identity management. We
re-examine PizzaBlock, a role-playing game and
workshop, through the lens of Research Products. In
doing so, we ask ‘Can a Workshop, be a Research
Product’? We do this to consider how Research through
Design can be understood in contexts where
engagements and materials are perhaps more fleeting,
and yet have nonetheless been carefully and iteratively
designed, going beyond an initial probe or prototype.
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PizzaBlock is a Research through Design project and
role-play based collaborative workshop to help
participants understand and explore the use of
distributed ledger technologies (DLTs) to decentralize
the management of personal digital identity (e.g. [2]).
In essence, PizzaBlock creates a physical analogue of
all of the transactions involved in managing identity
through a DLT, and offers a tangible and experiential
way to make sense of these complex networked
technologies [9].

Figure 1: Examples of a 'Private Wallet', task sheets, receipts
and stickers that volunteers need to use to play PizzaBlock.

Figure 3: Participants using the shared ledger, to
anonymously check whether volunteers actually
have the skills and experience they claim.

Figure 4: Volunteers and social enterprises negotiate and
work together to match skilled volunteers with advanced
pizza making tasks.

Playing PizzaBlock
PizzaBlock relies on the design of artefacts (opposite) to shape independent, role-play based, game play.
Through iterations after each workshop, the artefacts became simpler to use, more specific and accurate, and
easier to manufacture at scale for up to 30 participants, while increasingly their fidelity to the underlying
technology we sought to represent.
Most of the artefacts are blank or unused to begin with. As players make transactions with each other, they
record these by marking various sheets and receipts, through stickers (representing a data input) and stamps
(a public key).
In so doing, players create a record of all of their transactions and these records are then the basis through
which features and applications of the technology can be discussed and understood.
Figure 1: A completed ‘task sheet’ which is matched and proven
to be eligible through reference to stamps and uniquely
numbered stickers.

PizzaBlock Pictorial
We have published a DIS
Pictorial about PizzaBlock [9]
where we focus on:
1) The design of the
gameplay and associated
artefacts.
2) The iterative process we
went through in refining the
game-play and artefacts
themselves in order to more
accurately represent the
underlying distributed ledger
technology, and to make a
more fun, and legible game.
3) How the game offers a
platform for more
participatory design activities
grounded in a shared
experience and physical
artefacts that are created
through the gameplay.
4) Challenges and
opportunities in designing for
experiences of networked
infrastructures.

The project was developed with partners ‘Volunteer
Scotland’ – to explore the potential applications of DLTs
and blockchain technologies in managing volunteer
identities. Specifically, we were interested in ways in
which a record of voluntary service and certification
could be made more durable, portable and
independent. During PizzaBlock, a narrative is
presented to participants that Edinburgh faces a crisis
that can only be solved through volunteers working
with various social enterprises to make better pizza.
An overview of the design of PizzaBlock, and how it is
played, is best communicated through this short video:
https://vimeo.com/432648810/e6f876fce3
We have run this workshop with over 100 participants
on six separate occasions, iterating the artefacts and
the gameplay between each rendition. The design work
we wish to reflect on in this paper encompasses the
careful design of all of the artefacts in the game, in
concert with the gameplay that they afford, towards an
delivering a deeper and experiential understanding of a
complex networked technology.

PizzaBlock as a Research Product
The Things of Design workshop offers us the
opportunity to consider more closely where PizzaBlock
sits as a Research through Design project and as a
‘thing’. While we took considerable care in the design
and iteration of PizzaBlock, it does not seem like a
’thing’ or ‘research product’ as it might be typically
conceived (e.g.[4–6]). And yet, there is much in the
qualities of research products [7] that drives our work,
that we reflect on in turn now.

Inquiry-Driven
PizzaBlock was very much inquiry driven. Although we
primarily designed PizzaBlock to be played during
workshops which would translate and demystify DLTs,
it also became our way of knowing and understanding
DLTs. Whenever colleagues on our project working in
cryptography discussed a technical implementation of
the system we were exploring, we thought through
these propositions with reference to PizzaBlock. For
example, we would think how a new feature could be
reflected in artefacts in PizzaBlock, or the implications it
would have for a certain role within the game.
Finish
Compared to many workshops, PizzaBlock does have a
considerable degree of finish - both aesthetically, and in
a commitment to technical fidelity. It is to be engaged
with as is for the duration of the game – every artefact
has clear and specific purposes. The majority of the
materials are made bespoke for the workshop – in
particular several hundred unique stickers are produced
for each workshop. And every sticker has a specific role
to play. This is quite a contrast to the openness of
materials in a Magic Machines workshop[1], for
example. And yet, artefacts such as the washing line
that store a shared ledger of transactions, and animal
stamps that represent one’s public key do have a
rudimentary and playful quality that is at odds with the
cryptographic technologies they represent.
Nonetheless, our iterations focused on adding as much
technical fidelity to the game, while maintaining
coherent gameplay. The quality and finish of these
materials is essential for the workshop to run
coherently and to accurately communicate the
affordances of DLTs.

Fit
The fit of PizzaBlock is a little harder to determine. It is
not an artefact to be lived with over time, or
experienced in everyday contexts (although we have
played PizzaBlock in a London bar). Rather, we seek to
engage participants temporarily in a speculative context
or ‘enactment’ [3,8], that we hope can then become a
basis for a meaningful shared experience, and a
departure point for further participation in design.

technology that would otherwise be far beyond the
grasp of many participants. Every time we have played
PizzaBlock, it has begun with participants in a state of
chaos and confusion as they grapple with how to
conduct and record transactions. However, on every
occasion, we have had difficulty in actually bringing the
game to a stop, as each participant is by then, acting
independently and pursuing their own aims.

Can a Workshop be a Research Product?
However, we can rethink the fit of PizzaBlock in terms
of familiarity. We settled on ‘making pizza’ as a playful
but very familiar context – no matter who took part in
the workshop. Further, PizzaBlock is attempting to take
a deeply unfamiliar technology, and leverage tangible,
playful materials to render a distributed network
legible, playable and something that can be collectively
experienced. However, hard work remains afterwards,
when we ask participants to think about how such a
technology could fit in to another context, besides
volunteering to make better pizza.
Independent
Like fit, there is some tension in thinking about how a
game or a workshop can be independent. Further, a
fundamental part of PizzaBlock is to play a specific role
(e.g. a volunteer, or a social enterprise), and
understand the network through that role. Whiile each
participant plays the part in their own way, this does
limit their independence. However, as we iterated
PizzaBlock, our aim was to be able to step back as
facilitators so that a tangible distributed network could
be run independently without our centralised control or
intervention. So, although PizzaBlock took place over 2
to 3 hours, in a facilitated session, the purpose was to
create space for a more independent experience of a

As researchers, it is always valuable to reconsider your
work through different lenses as we have here. But
what could be learned more broadly from our
reflections?
-

-

-

We should pay more attention to how
workshops, games, experiences and
enactments can be conceived of as Research
through Design. Even where the ‘thing’ is more
ephemeral and fleeting, the design of these
experiences can involve much of the same
critical and material practice as producing a
highly-finished object to be deployed in the
home.
We would argue this is especially important,
when we think about undertaking RtD that
engages communities and stakeholders, where
brief demonstrations, workshops and
engagements tend to be prioritised over
prolonged deployments of a functioning
technology.
Qualities of Inquiry and Finish seem to
translate more easily to these contexts, than
Fit or Independence. But, there may be ways
to recast the underlying ethos of these terms
for more fleeting and mediated contexts.
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